**Month:** November

**WEEK OF:** November 18, 2019

**Library Media / Keyb.**
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**Library Media / Keyb.**

- **Thursday, November 21, 2019**
  - **Kindergarten**
    - Students will react to and give opinions about a story. SW type with correct posture and using the correct fingers on all letters. (I can sit with proper posture; I can increase my speed and accuracy while typing.)
    - Students will be able to locate the home row keys and the F and J keys without looking: SW type with correct posture and using the correct fingers on all letters. (I can sit with proper posture; I can increase my speed and accuracy while typing.)
    - Thanksgiving Fact web page: Thanksgiving coloring page.
    - Continue lessons. Log on to typing.com and continue lessons. Begin and end with 1:00 timed test. Work toward speed and accuracy goals for November; type fall story.

- **1st Grade**
  - Students will differentiate between fiction, nonfiction, and references: SW use call numbers as a source of true information.
  - Students will be able to locate the home row keys and the F and J keys without looking: SW type with correct posture and using the correct fingers on all letters. (I can sit with proper posture; I can increase my speed and accuracy while typing.)
  - Thanksgiving Fact web page: Thanksgiving coloring page.
  - Continue lessons. Log on to typing.com and continue lessons. Begin and end with 1:00 timed test. Work toward speed and accuracy goals for November; type fall story.

- **2nd Grade**
  - Students will practice keyboarding posture and technique. (I can sit with proper keyboarding posture and use the right fingers on home row.)
  - Students will be able to locate the home row keys and the F and J keys without looking: SW type with correct posture and using the correct fingers on all letters. (I can sit with proper posture; I can increase my speed and accuracy while typing.)
  - World Book Kids Webquest: Thanksgiving.
  - Log on to typing.com and continue lessons. Begin and end with 1:00 timed test. Work toward speed and accuracy goals for November; type fall story.

- **3rd Grade**
  - Students will practice keyboarding posture and technique. (I can sit with proper keyboarding posture and use the right fingers on home row.)
  - Students will be able to locate the home row keys and the F and J keys without looking: SW type with correct posture and using the correct fingers on all letters. (I can sit with proper posture; I can increase my speed and accuracy while typing.)
  - World Book Kids Webquest: Thanksgiving.
  - Log on to typing.com and continue lessons. Begin and end with 1:00 timed test. Work toward speed and accuracy goals for November; type fall story.

- **4th Grade**
  - Students will practice keyboarding posture and technique. (I can sit with proper keyboarding posture and use the right fingers on home row.)
  - Students will be able to locate the home row keys and the F and J keys without looking: SW type with correct posture and using the correct fingers on all letters. (I can sit with proper posture; I can increase my speed and accuracy while typing.)
  - World Book Kids Webquest: Thanksgiving.
  - Log on to typing.com and continue lessons. Begin and end with 1:00 timed test. Work toward speed and accuracy goals for November; type fall story.

- **5th Grade**
  - Students will practice keyboarding posture and technique. (I can sit with proper keyboarding posture and use the right fingers on home row.)
  - Students will be able to locate the home row keys and the F and J keys without looking: SW type with correct posture and using the correct fingers on all letters. (I can sit with proper posture; I can increase my speed and accuracy while typing.)
  - World Book Kids Webquest: Thanksgiving.
  - Log on to typing.com and continue lessons. Begin and end with 1:00 timed test. Work toward speed and accuracy goals for November; type fall story.

**Library Media**

- **Monday, November 18, 2019**
  - Students will navigate an alphabetical learning site; SW practice typing letters. (I can use the mouse to click and drag; I can type letters on the keyboard.)
  - Students will navigate an alphabetical learning site; SW practice typing letters. (I can use the mouse to click and drag; I can type letters on the keyboard.)
  - Review computer parts; review proper posture; assist students in navigating to starfall site (H page, Thanksgiving); navigate to ABCya.com and locate Thanksgiving games on ABCya.com and browse World Book Kids Webquest: Thanksgiving.
  - Students will complete Partner Nonfiction Call Numbers worksheet. Students will be able to locate an online database to locate information. (I can explain what a database is; I can use a database to locate information). Students will be able to locate an online database to locate information. (I can explain what a database is; I can use a database to locate information). Students will be able to locate an online database to locate information. (I can explain what a database is; I can use a database to locate information).
  - Explore letter of the week (H). Thanksgiving page; Keyboard Zoo
  - Students will complete Level 8; complete PebbleGo article; Thanksgiving games on ABCya.com
  - World Book Kids Webquest: Thanksgiving.

- **Tuesday, November 19, 2019**
  - Students will navigate an alphabetical learning site; SW practice typing letters. (I can use the mouse to click and drag; I can type letters on the keyboard.)
  - Students will navigate an alphabetical learning site; SW practice typing letters. (I can use the mouse to click and drag; I can type letters on the keyboard.)
  - Review computer parts; review proper posture; assist students in navigating to starfall site (H page, Thanksgiving); navigate to ABCya.com and locate Thanksgiving games on ABCya.com and browse World Book Kids Webquest: Thanksgiving.
  - Students will be able to locate an online database to locate information. (I can explain what a database is; I can use a database to locate information). Students will be able to locate an online database to locate information. (I can explain what a database is; I can use a database to locate information). Students will be able to locate an online database to locate information. (I can explain what a database is; I can use a database to locate information).
  - Explore letter of the week (H). Thanksgiving page; Keyboard Zoo
  - Students will complete Level 8; complete PebbleGo article; Thanksgiving games on ABCya.com
  - World Book Kids Webquest: Thanksgiving.

- **Wednesday, November 20, 2019**
  - Students will navigate an alphabetical learning site; SW practice typing letters. (I can use the mouse to click and drag; I can type letters on the keyboard.)
  - Students will navigate an alphabetical learning site; SW practice typing letters. (I can use the mouse to click and drag; I can type letters on the keyboard.)
  - Review computer parts; review proper posture; assist students in navigating to starfall site (H page, Thanksgiving); navigate to ABCya.com and locate Thanksgiving games on ABCya.com and browse World Book Kids Webquest: Thanksgiving.
  - Students will be able to locate an online database to locate information. (I can explain what a database is; I can use a database to locate information). Students will be able to locate an online database to locate information. (I can explain what a database is; I can use a database to locate information). Students will be able to locate an online database to locate information. (I can explain what a database is; I can use a database to locate information).
  - Explore letter of the week (H). Thanksgiving page; Keyboard Zoo
  - Students will complete Level 8; complete PebbleGo article; Thanksgiving games on ABCya.com
  - World Book Kids Webquest: Thanksgiving.

- **Thursday, November 21, 2019**
  - Students will navigate an alphabetical learning site; SW practice typing letters. (I can use the mouse to click and drag; I can type letters on the keyboard.)
  - Students will navigate an alphabetical learning site; SW practice typing letters. (I can use the mouse to click and drag; I can type letters on the keyboard.)
  - Review computer parts; review proper posture; assist students in navigating to starfall site (H page, Thanksgiving); navigate to ABCya.com and locate Thanksgiving games on ABCya.com and browse World Book Kids Webquest: Thanksgiving.
  - Students will be able to locate an online database to locate information. (I can explain what a database is; I can use a database to locate information). Students will be able to locate an online database to locate information. (I can explain what a database is; I can use a database to locate information). Students will be able to locate an online database to locate information. (I can explain what a database is; I can use a database to locate information).
  - Explore letter of the week (H). Thanksgiving page; Keyboard Zoo
  - Students will complete Level 8; complete PebbleGo article; Thanksgiving games on ABCya.com
  - World Book Kids Webquest: Thanksgiving.

- **Friday, November 22, 2019**
  - Students will navigate an alphabetical learning site; SW practice typing letters. (I can use the mouse to click and drag; I can type letters on the keyboard.)
  - Students will navigate an alphabetical learning site; SW practice typing letters. (I can use the mouse to click and drag; I can type letters on the keyboard.)
  - Review computer parts; review proper posture; assist students in navigating to starfall site (H page, Thanksgiving); navigate to ABCya.com and locate Thanksgiving games on ABCya.com and browse World Book Kids Webquest: Thanksgiving.
  - Students will be able to locate an online database to locate information. (I can explain what a database is; I can use a database to locate information). Students will be able to locate an online database to locate information. (I can explain what a database is; I can use a database to locate information). Students will be able to locate an online database to locate information. (I can explain what a database is; I can use a database to locate information).
  - Explore letter of the week (H). Thanksgiving page; Keyboard Zoo
  - Students will complete Level 8; complete PebbleGo article; Thanksgiving games on ABCya.com
  - World Book Kids Webquest: Thanksgiving.